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Video: Rigging The Election: Clinton Campaign and
DNC Incite Violence at Trump Rallies
Part I
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Global Research, October 18, 2016
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Theme: Intelligence

In-depth Report: U.S. Elections

In this explosive new video from Project Veritas Action, a Democratic dirty tricks operative
unwittingly  provides  a  dark  money trail  to  the  DNC and Clinton campaign.  The video
documents violence at Trump rallies that is traced to the Clinton campaign and the DNC
through a process called birddogging.

A shady coordinated communications chain between the DNC, Clinton Campaign, Hillary
Clinton’s Super PAC (Priorities) and other organizations are revealed.

A key Clinton operative is on camera saying,

“It doesn’t matter what the friggin’ legal and ethics people say, we need to win
this motherfxxxcker.”
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